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1 Introduction

A request to include Soyombo in the Unicode standard, also known as the Universal Character Set (ISO/IEC
10646), wasmade by theMongolia and Japan national bodies in September 1998 (see documentWG2N1855
L2/98-358). An update on the request was provided in January 2000 by Takayuki K. Sato of Japan, who stated
that the project for encoding Soyombo had stalled on account of funding issues (seeWG2N2163 L2/00-055).
The script was allocated to the Roadmap to the Supplementary Multilingual Plane (SMP) in WG2 Meeting
38 in March 2000 (see WG2 N2203 L2/00-234). There was no further action. The present effort aims to
fulfill the original request.

This proposal supersedes the following documents:

• N3949 L2/10-399: Preliminary Proposal to Encode the Soyombo Script in ISO/IEC 10646
• N3986 L2/11-054: Determining the Encoding Model for Soyombo Vowels
• N4026 L2/11-125: Revised Preliminary Proposal to Encode Soyombo in the UCS
• N4142 L2/11-412: Proposal to Encode the Soyombo Script in ISO/IEC 10646
• N4414 L2/13-069: Revised Proposal to Encode the Soyombo Script in ISO/IEC 10646

The major departure from N4414 L2/13-069 is the proposed encoding model. In the previous proposal the
representation of consonant conjuncts was based upon a model similar to that used for Tibetan in the UCS.
This model relied upon a set of subjoined forms for each consonant letter in the script, which doubled the
number of consonant characters required for encoding Soyombo. The subjoined model has been abandoned.
Instead, the current proposal recommends the encoding of conjuncts according to the virama model used
in the UCS for scripts whose structures are based upon the Brahmi model. In the virama model a control
character is placed between consonants in a cluster in order to indicate that the letters are to be rendered
as a conjunct. Characters for representing special cluster-initial forms of four consonants are still required
for language-specific orthographies and have been retained. Changes have also been made to the names of
characters and the encoded order of the character repertoire. Other changes are the inclusion of additional
head marks and terminal marks. All of these topics are discussed throughout the proposal.
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The proposed encoding for Soyombo in ISO/IEC 10646 (Unicode) is an attempt to develop a character-
encoding standard for the script. It is not an attempt to define a standard for the script to propose new
orthographies. The proposed encoding is based upon an analysis of the script as it appears in various primary
sources and in scholarly descriptions, and in conjunction with feedback from experts.

The Soyombo font used in this document is based upon the ‘JG Soyombo’ font designed by Jason Glavy,
with some glyphs sourced from the font designed by Oliver Corff for his “Soyombo for LATEX” package, with
modifications made by the proposal author to the original designs, as well as the addition of new glyphs.
Permission for usage of glyphs derived from Glavy’s and Corff’s fonts is being sought from the original
designers.

2 Background

Soyombo (𑪁𑩻𑪔𑩳𑩒, Mongolian: Соёмбо бичиг soyombo bicig) is a script used for writing Mon-
golian, Sanskrit, and Tibetan. Soyombo was designed in 1686 by Zanabazar (1635–1723), the first spiritual
leader of Tibetan Buddhism in Mongolia, who also developed a Horizonal Square (xebtee dörböljin) script,
also known as ‘Zanabazar Square’, which has been proposed for encoding in Unicode (see N4541 L2/14-
024). The name soyombo is the Mongolian transcription of Sanskrit वयंभु svayaṃbhu ‘self-existing’. It
refers to the creation of the script by Zanabazar, who according to tradition saw the letterforms appear in the
sky. The script is used mainly for producing Buddhist texts in Inner Asia. The majority of Soyombo records
are manuscripts and inscriptions.

3 Script Details

3.1 Structure of the Script

Soyombo is an alphasyllabic script that is written from left to right. Consonant letters possess the inherent
vowel /a/, but in some contexts are purely alphabetic. Non-initial vowels are represented as signs. Initial and
independent vowels are written using a vowel-carrier letter to which vowel signs are attached. The phonetic
value of a consonant letter is altered by the addition of a vowel sign. Vowel length is indicated using a length
mark that attaches to a letter or to a sequence of a letter and a vowel sign. Consonant clusters in Sanskrit and
Tibetan are represented as conjuncts, which are produced either by attaching cluster-initial forms of letters to
the left edge of a base consonant or by stacking non-initial letters beneath the base consonant. Syllable-final
Mongolian consonants are indicated using signs.

3.2 Structure of Characters

A Soyombo letter consists of a frame and a nucleus that represents a distinctive phoneme. The frame itself
consists of two parts: a filled downwards-pointing triangle and a vertical bar positioned to the right of the
triangle. The nucleus is placed beneath the triangle.

 frame +  ‘a’-nucleus → 𑩐 /a/

 frame +  ‘ka’-nucleus → 𑩜 /ka/

 frame +  ‘a’-nucleus + ◌𑩖 vowel-sign o → 𑩐𑩖 /o/
 frame +  ‘ka’-nucleus + ◌𑩖 vowel-sign o → 𑩜𑩖 /ko/
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There are two styles of frames: ‘joined’ and ‘unjoined’. In the ‘joined’ frame the triangle and vertical bar
connect. This frame is used with the majority of letters.

   
In the ‘unjoined’ frame the triangle and vertical bar do not connect and a gap is maintained between the two
elements. This frame occurs only with six letters and the gap is preserved in conjuncts (see section 4.6.3).

   
In the proposed encoding a combination of frame and nucleus is considered an atomic letter, eg. 𑩐 , 𑩜
. This approach enhances the conceptualization and identification of letters in the script; for instance, the

letter ‘ka’ refers inherently to the fully-formed 𑩜 and not to the nucleus .
Vowels, final consonants, and other phonetic features appear as signs attached to various positions on a letter:

𑩜𑩖 𑩜𑪖 𑩜𑩛 𑩜𑪒 𑩜𑩘 𑩜𑪓 𑩜 𑩜𑩓 𑩜
Several of these elements can occur with a single base letter:

𑩜𑩖𑪔 𑩜𑪊 𑩜𑩑𑩛 𑩜𑩘 𑩜𑩗𑪕 
3.3 Graphical Structure of Syllables

The structure of a graphical syllable in Soyombo is dependent upon the language being represented. Shown
below are the structures forMongolian, Tibetan, and Sanskrit. The notation uses the following abbreviations:
V = vowel, C = consonant, M = mark, P = punctuation. The structure of a Soyombo vowel syllable may be
described as:

Mongolian: Vcarrier [Vsign] [Mlength] [Vdiphthong] [Cfinal sign]

Tibetan: Vcarrier [Vsign] [Mlength]

Sanskrit: Vcarrier [Vsign] [Mlength] [Manusvara] [Mvisarga]

The structure of a consonant syllable may be described as:

Mongolian: C [Vsign] [Mlength] [Vdiphthong] [Cfinal sign]

Tibetan: [Cpre] C [C*] [Vsign] [Mlength] (Ptsheg)

Sanskrit [Cpre] C [Mgem] [C*] [Vsign] [Mlength] [Manusvara] [Mvisarga]

3.4 Character Repertoire and Encoding Order

The traditional Mongolian arrangement of the Soyombo script contains 90 characters:
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𑪜 𑩐 𑩐𑩛 𑩐𑩑 𑩐𑩑𑩛 𑩐𑩒 𑩐𑩒𑩛 𑩐𑩓 𑩐𑩓𑩛 𑩐𑩔
𑩐𑩔𑩛 𑩐𑩕 𑩐𑩕𑩛 𑩐𑩖 𑩐𑩖𑩛 𑩐𑩗 𑩐𑩘 𑩜 𑩝 𑩠
𑩡 𑩢 𑩥 𑩫 𑩬 𑩯 𑩰 𑩱 𑩴 𑩻
𑩼 𑩽 𑩾 𑩿 𑪁 𑪂 𑪃 𑩐𑪈 𑩐𑪉 𑩐𑪊
𑩐𑪋 𑩐𑪌 𑩐𑪍 𑩐𑪎 𑩐𑪏 𑩐𑪐 𑩐𑪑 𑩐𑪒 𑩐𑪓 𑩐𑩙
𑩐𑩙𑩛 𑩐𑩚 𑩐𑩚𑩛 𑩐𑪔 𑩐𑪕 𑩞 𑩟 𑩣 𑩤 𑩦
𑩧 𑩨 𑩩 𑩪 𑩭 𑩮 𑩲 𑩳 𑪀 𑩜
𑩜 𑩜 𑩜 𑩜𑪖    𑩯 𑩴 𑩜
𑩜 𑩜 𑩜 𑩵 𑩶 𑩷 𑩸 𑩹 𑩺 𑪞

The colorization is not part of the traditional presentation of the script, but has been added in order to illustrate
the different classes of characters in the arrangement: head and terminal marks (red, section 4.9); vowels
(blue, sections 4.1–4.2); vowel modifiers (cyan, section 4.3); consonant letters (black, section 4.4); final
consonant signs (magenta, section 4.5); conjuncts (green, section 4.6).

The proposed encoding for Soyombo contains 81 characters (see the code chart and names list). The proposed
repertoire necessarily differs from the presentation of the script in traditional charts. Some forms shown as
atomic characters in charts are logically treated in the encoding as composite forms consisting of multiple
characters. For instance, vowel letters such as 𑩐𑩑𑩛 and Mongolian final-consonant syllables such as 𑩐𑪏 are
decomposed into combinations of a base letter and combining sign, eg. 𑩐 + ◌𑩑 + ◌𑩛 = 𑩐𑩑𑩛; 𑩐 + ◌𑪏 = 𑩐𑪏; and
forms such as  are analyzed as conjunct stacks, not independent letters, 𑩠 + 𑩜. This analysis aligns with
the underlying structure of the script and orthographic principles as preserved in traditional charts.

The encoding order of characters, namely consonant letters, follows a pattern based upon the order of the
Tibetan script (see section 4.4.3 for details). The encoded order of Soyombo matches the order proposed for
the encoding of the Zanabazar Square script (see N4541 L2/14-024).

3.5 Character Names

An encoding for Soyombo requires assigning distinctive names to Soyombo characters. Mongolian charts
of the script assign the same value to multiple letters. For instance, the letter 𑩜 is used for Mongolian /g/
and /γ/, but for Sanskrit and Tibetan /k/; however, 𑩞 is used for /g/ only in Sanskrit and Tibetan contexts.
In Mongolian, letters used specifically for Tibetan and Sanskrit are called ‘гали’ galig, a term applied to
characters used for the transcription of non-Mongolian sounds. Accordingly, in a Mongolian context 𑩜 and
𑩞 are referred to as ga and galig ga, respectively. The descriptor ‘galig’ was used as a descriptor in the names
for several characters in the original request from Japan and Mongolia (see N1855 L2/98-358). Along with
the adoption of the Tibetan arrangement, the naming conventions of the Tibetan script provide an opportunity
to assign distinctive names without the need for ‘galig’. The naming convention adopted here also aligns
with that used for the proposed encoding for the Zanabazar Square script (see N4541 L2/14-024). These
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names also align with transliterations given in scholarly studies of Soyombo, such as Shagdarsürüng (2001).

Proposed character names for the Soyombo encoding appear throughout this document in small capitals, eg.
, , etc. The full name is given in for the first mention of a character,

while subsequent references contain shortened names, eg. , , etc. Transliterations of Soyombo are are
given in italics, eg. ka, kha, etc.

3.6 Glyphic Representation of Characters

The Soyombo glyphs used in this document were chosen for the purpose of providing a general means of
representing the script. There are several styles of Soyombo, each differentiated by adjustments to the shape
of frame elements and consonant nucleii (see section 4.14.1). Such differences are also shown in the design
of digitized Soyombo fonts (see table 14). Although the glyphs used here are quite similar to forms used
in various sources, the glyphic representation of Soyombo shown here is not an attempt to define a font
specification or to suggest standard representation of character glyphs. Users may design Soyombo fonts in
accordance with their preferred styles.

4 Proposed Encoding

4.1 Vowel Letter

There is 1 vowel-carrier letter:

𑩐
The letter represents either the vowel a or a zero vowel, depending upon phonotactical conditions. When
combined with a vowel sign it represents an independent or initial vowel and assumes the phonetic value of
the sign.

4.2 Vowel Signs

There are 10 dependent vowel signs:

◌𑩑
◌𑩒
◌𑩓
◌𑩔
◌𑩕

◌𑩖
◌𑩗
◌𑩘
◌𑩙
◌𑩚

and 1 mark for indicating vowel length:

◌𑩛

The vowel signs and length mark attach to letters in the following positions:
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𑩐𑩑 𑩐𑩒 𑩐𑩓 𑩐𑩔 𑩐𑩕 𑩐𑩖 𑩐𑩗 𑩐𑩘 𑩐𑩙 𑩐𑩚 𑩐𑩛
The vowel signs and the length mark can combine with and with consonant letters. Initial and
independent forms of vowels are represented by attaching vowel signs to 𑩐 . Long vowels are
represented by attaching the ◌𑩛 . The ten vowel syllables shown in traditional charts
are represented using the 10 vowel signs and the length mark as follows:

a 𑩐 <𑩐 >

ā 𑩐𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩛 >

i 𑩐𑩑 <𑩐 , ◌𑩑 >

ī 𑩐𑩑𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩛 >

ü 𑩐𑩒 <𑩐 , ◌𑩒 >

ǖ 𑩐𑩒𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩒 , ◌𑩛 >

u 𑩐𑩓 <𑩐 , ◌𑩓 >

ū 𑩐𑩓𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩓 , ◌𑩛 >

e 𑩐𑩔 <𑩐 , ◌𑩔 >

ē 𑩐𑩔𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩔 , ◌𑩛 >

ö 𑩐𑩕 <𑩐 , ◌𑩕 >

ȫ 𑩐𑩕𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩕 , ◌𑩛 >

o 𑩐𑩖 <𑩐 , ◌𑩖 >

ō 𑩐𑩖𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩖 , ◌𑩛 >

ai 𑩐𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩗 >

au 𑩐𑩘 <𑩐 , ◌𑩘 >

r̥ 𑩐𑩙 <𑩐 , ◌𑩙 >

r̥̄ 𑩐𑩙𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩙 , ◌𑩛 >

l̥ 𑩐𑩚 <𑩐 , ◌𑩚 >

l̥̄ 𑩐𑩚𑩛 <𑩐 , ◌𑩚 , ◌𑩛 >
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4.2.1 Sanskrit vowels

The ◌𑩙 and ◌𑩚 , and the corresponding long forms, are used for
representing Sanskrit vocalic sounds. In Sanskrit contexts, the ◌𑩒 > is used for representing u
and in such cases it is transliterated as u instead of ü.

4.2.2 Mongolian diphthongs

In Mongolian contexts the signs ◌𑩗 and ◌𑩘 represent the secondary vowels
i and u, and are used with other vowel signs for representing diphthongs. The encoded representations of
diphthongs identified in Soyombo records analyzed for this proposal are as follows:

ii 𑩐𑩑𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩗 >

iu 𑩐𑩑𑩘 <𑩐 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩘 >

īi 𑩐𑩑𑩛𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩛 , ◌𑩗 >

īu 𑩐𑩑𑩛𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩛 , ◌𑩘 >

üi 𑩐𑩒𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩒 , ◌𑩗 >

ui 𑩐𑩓𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩓 , ◌𑩗 >

ei 𑩐𑩔𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩔 , ◌𑩗 >

oi 𑩐𑩖𑩗 <𑩐 , ◌𑩖 , ◌𑩗 >

4.3 Vowel Modifiers

There are two vowel modifiers used for transliterating words of Sanskrit origin:

◌𑪔
◌𑪕

The sign is used for indicating nasalization. The sign represents post-vocalic aspiration.
Independent forms of these modifiers, as shown in traditional script charts, are represented by combining
them with 𑩐 :

aṃ 𑩐𑪔 <𑩐 , ◌𑪔 >

aḥ 𑩐𑪕 <𑩐 , ◌𑪕 >

They attach to letters in the following positions:

𑩐𑪔 𑩐𑪕
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In encoded text they always occur after any accompanying vowel sign; and if and occur
together, then the is placed before the in the encoded ensequence:

oṃ 𑩐𑩖𑪔 <𑩐 , ◌𑩖 , ◌𑪔 >

āḥ 𑩐𑩛𑪕 <𑩐 , ◌𑩛 , ◌𑪕 >

aṃḥ 𑩐𑪔𑪕 <𑩐 , ◌𑪔 , ◌𑪕 >

4.4 Consonant Letters

There are 40 consonant letters:

𑩜
𑩝
𑩞
𑩟
𑩠
𑩡
𑩢
𑩣
𑩤
𑩥
𑩦
𑩧
𑩨
𑩩
𑩪
𑩫
𑩬
𑩭
𑩮
𑩯

𑩰
𑩱
𑩲
𑩳
𑩴
𑩵
𑩶
𑩷
𑩸
𑩹
𑩺 -

𑩻
𑩼
𑩾
𑩽
𑩿
𑪀
𑪁
𑪂
𑪃
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4.4.1 Notes on consonants

𑪃 The letter 𑪃 represents the Sanskrit cluster kṣa (/kʂa/). In Soyombo, this letter represents a
phoneme that is phonetically a consonant cluster, but, it has the structure of an atomic letter. It is encoded
as a consonant letter because in all cases consonant conjunct forms are written as stacks in Soyombo, not
as ligatures. While in some scripts the written form for Sanskrit /kʂa/ has an encoded representation as a
character sequence, such an approach would not be consistent with this script.

𑩺 - The letter 𑩺 - corresponds to འ +0F60 - .

Frame The ‘unjoined’ frame  is used with 𑩜 , 𑩝 , 𑩞 , 𑩟 , 𑩠 , 𑪂 , 𑪃 .

4.4.2 Phonetic values of consonant letters

The phonetic values for consonant letters in Mongolian (‘M’), Sanskrit (‘S’), and Tibetan (‘T’) contexts
are given below. The primary difference between the three occurs in Mongolian contexts where letters for
Sanskrit voiceless sounds (ie. 𑩜 , 𑩡 , 𑩫 , 𑩰 ) are used for voiced stops, while the letters for
voiceless aspirated sounds (ie. 𑩝 , 𑩢 , 𑩬 , 𑩱 ) are used for voiceless stops.

M S T

𑩜 g, γ ka ka

𑩝 k, q, x kha kha

𑩞 ga ga

𑩟 gha gha

𑩠 ng ṅa ṅa

𑩡 j ca ca

𑩢 c cha cha

𑩣 ja ja

𑩤 jha dzha

𑩥 ña ña

𑩦 ṭa ṭa

𑩧 ṭha ṭha

𑩨 ḍa ḍa

𑩩 ḍha ḍha

𑩪 ṇa ṇa

𑩫 d ta ta

𑩬 t tha tha

𑩭 da da

𑩮 dha dha

𑩯 n na na

M S T

𑩰 b pa pa

𑩱 p pha pha

𑩲 ba ba

𑩳 bha bha

𑩴 m ma ma

𑩵 tsa

𑩶 tsha

𑩷 dza

𑩸 zha

𑩹 za

𑩺 - ’a

𑩻 y ya ya

𑩼 r ra ra

𑩽 l la la

𑩾 va wa

𑩿 sh, š śa śa

𑪀 ṣa ṣa

𑪁 s sa sa

𑪂 h ha ha

𑪃 kṣa kṣa
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4.4.3 Encoded order of consonants

The primary difference between the traditional arrangement and the proposed repertoire is the ordering of
consonant letters. There are three sets of consonants in the traditional arrangement, shown below separated
by ‘…’:

𑩜 𑩝 𑩠 𑩡 𑩢 𑩥 𑩫 𑩬 𑩯 𑩰 𑩱 𑩴 𑩻 𑩼 𑩾
ga ka ṅa ja ca ña da ta na ba pa ma ya ra va

𑩽 𑩿 𑪁 𑪂 𑪃 … 𑩞 𑩟 𑩣 𑩤 𑩦 𑩧 𑩨 𑩩 𑩪
la śa sa ha kṣa ga gha ja jha ṭa ṭha ḍa ḍha ṇa

𑩭 𑩮 𑩲 𑩳 𑪀 … 𑩵 𑩶 𑩷 𑩸 𑩹 𑩺
da dha ba bha ṣa tsa tsha dza zha za ’a

The first set (ga .. kṣa) contains the 20 main consonant letters required for writing Mongolian texts including
loanwords and sounds foreign to Mongolian. These 20 letters in addition to the 14 consonants of the second
set (ga .. ṣa) are required for representing Sanskrit; and these 34 letters along with the 6 letters of the third
set (tsa .. ’a) provide all the 40 letters needed for Tibetan. While this arrangement reflects an analysis of
the script from a Mongolian perspective, it obscures the underlying phonological pattern upon which the
script is based, as is evidenced by the similarity of forms of letters that represent consonants that belong to
particular classes of articulation:

velar 𑩜 𑩝 𑩞 𑩟 𑩠 (𑪃) (𑪂)
palatal 𑩡 𑩢 𑩣 𑩤 𑩥 (𑩵) (𑩶) (𑩷)
retroflex 𑩦 𑩧 𑩨 𑩩 𑩪
dental 𑩫 𑩬 𑩭 𑩮 𑩯
labial 𑩰 𑩱 𑩲 𑩳 𑩴

liquid 𑩻 𑩼 𑩽 𑩾
fricative 𑩹 𑩸
sibilant 𑩿 𑪀 𑪁
glottal 𑩺

The proposed ordering of consonant letters in accordance with the Tibetan pattern is shown below. It offers
a more natural arrangement as it orders related letters contiguously, which in turn highlights the underlying
congruence between letter-forms and the phonological system of Tibetan (and Sanskrit):

𑩜 𑩝 𑩞 𑩟 𑩠 𑩡 𑩢 𑩣 𑩤 𑩥 𑩦 𑩧 𑩨 𑩩 𑩪
ka kha ga gha ṅa ca cha ja jha ña ṭa ṭha ḍa ḍha ṇa

𑩫 𑩬 𑩭 𑩮 𑩯 𑩰 𑩱 𑩲 𑩳 𑩴 𑩵 𑩶 𑩷 𑩸 𑩹
ta tha da dha na pa pha ba bha ma tsa tsha dza zha za

𑩺 𑩻 𑩼 𑩽 𑩾 𑩿 𑪀 𑪁 𑪂 𑪃
’a ya ra la va śa ṣa sa ha kṣa

4.4.4 Consonant half-forms

In most cases the half-form of a letter is the nucleus. For some letters, the  ‘swoosh’ must be removed in
order to produce the half-form, while for other letters the ‘swoosh’ must be retained. The half-forms of each
letter is shown below:
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𑩜 
𑩝 
𑩞 
𑩟 
𑩠 
𑩡 
𑩢 
𑩣 
𑩤 
𑩥 

𑩦 
𑩧 
𑩨 
𑩩 
𑩪 
𑩫 
𑩬 
𑩭 
𑩮 
𑩯 

𑩰 
𑩱 
𑩲 
𑩳 
𑩴 ,
𑩵 
𑩶 
𑩷 
𑩸 
𑩹 

- 𑩺 
𑩻 ,
𑩼 ,
𑩽 
𑩾 
𑩿 
𑪀 
𑪁 
𑪂 
𑪃 

4.4.5 Glyphic variants of consonant letters

The glyphic representations of consonant letters are quite uniform across the available sources. There are
stylistic differences in the shape of the triangle and the ‘swoosh’ (see section 4.14.1), but the forms of the
consonant nucleii are regular. Nevertheless, glyphic variants have been observed for the following letters:

regular variant

𑪃 
𑩹 
𑩽 

The letters𑩽 and𑩹 have similar appearances. In some sources is written as in order to distinguish
it from 𑩽 .

4.5 Final Consonant Signs

Mongolian syllable-final consonants are written using the following 12 combining signs:
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◌𑪈
◌𑪉
◌𑪊
◌𑪋
◌𑪌
◌𑪍

◌𑪎
◌𑪏
◌𑪐
◌𑪑
◌𑪒
◌ 𑪓 -

The names for these signs are based upon the phonetic values of the Mongolian codas. The signs attach to
the frame below the nucleus of a letter. The exception is - , which attaches to the
right of the frame, raised slightly above the baseline in order to distinguish it from .

𑩐𑪈 𑩐𑪉 𑩐𑪊 𑩐𑪋 𑩐𑪌 𑩐𑪍 𑩐𑪎 𑩐𑪏 𑩐𑪐 𑩐𑪑 𑩐𑪒 𑩐𑪓
The signs are condensed forms of the nucleus of consonant letters or derived from a fragment of the nucleus,
as shown below. The exception is ◌ 𑪓 - , which is not derived from 𑩺 - as
would be expected; rather it is based upon ◌𑩛 .

𑩜 𑩝 𑩠 𑩫 𑩯 𑩰 𑩴 𑩼 𑩽 𑩿 𑪁 𑩺
The final-consonants shown in traditional charts of Soyombo are represented as follows:

ag, aγ 𑩐𑪈 <𑩐 , ◌𑪈 >

ak, aq 𑩐𑪉 <𑩐 , ◌𑪉 >

ang 𑩐𑪊 <𑩐 , ◌𑪊 >

ad, at 𑩐𑪋 <𑩐 , ◌𑪋 >

an 𑩐𑪌 <𑩐 , ◌𑪌 >

ab, ap 𑩐𑪍 <𑩐 , ◌𑪍 >

am 𑩐𑪎 <𑩐 , ◌𑪎 >

ar 𑩐𑪏 <𑩐 , ◌𑪏 >

al 𑩐𑪐 <𑩐 , ◌𑪐 >

ash 𑩐𑪑 <𑩐 , ◌𑪑 >

as 𑩐𑪒 <𑩐 , ◌𑪒 >

’a 𑩐𑪓 <𑩐 , ◌ 𑪓 - >
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The final-consonant sign always occurs after a vowel sign or the in encoded text:

riul 𑩼𑩑𑪐𑩘 <𑩼 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩘 , ◌𑪐 >

gīg 𑩜𑩑𑩛𑪈 <𑩜 , ◌𑩑 , ◌𑩛 , ◌𑪈 >

4.6 Consonant Conjuncts

In general, a consonant cluster is written as a conjunct. Geminated consonants are an exception (see section
4.7). A conjunct is rendered as a vertical stack that consists of the regular form of the initial letter and the
nucleus of each non-initial letter descending sequentially beneath the initial letter:  ṅka,  ddha, 𑪁 sva,
etc. Four consonant letters have alternate representations in conjuncts: 𑩽 ,𑩿 ,𑪁 ,𑩼 . Depending
upon the linguistic context, clusters involving these letters may be rendered using either stacked or prefixed
letters, eg. svamay occur as both𑪁 and 𑩾. Soyombo sources show conjuncts that contain three consonants,
but theoretically a conjunct could contain any number of consonants.

The proposed representation of Soyombo conjuncts in encoded text is based upon the virama model used
for Brahmi-based scripts in the UCS. However, as Soyombo does not have a native virama character, the
following special character is proposed for controling conjunct formation:

𑪗
Additionally, four cluster-initial letters are proposed for representing pre-fixed letters (see figure 7 for ex-
amples of usage):

𑪄 -

𑪅 -

𑪆 -

𑪇 -

The and four cluster-initial letters support all of the conjunct formation requirements for Soyombo.
The dotted box is not part of the glyphic representations of these characters, but is used in the code chart and
descriptions in order to convey that these letters have special behaviors.

4.6.1 Cluster-Initial Letters

The cluster-initial forms are small geometric shapes that attach to the left side of the triangle of the following
letter in the cluster, in the following positions on the frame:

𑩜 𑩜 𑩜 𑩜
There is no glyphic correspondence between the cluster-initial and regular forms of these four letters.

4.6.2 Encoded Representation of Conjuncts

A conjunct is represented in encoded text by placing the𑪗 between each consonant in a cluster:
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𑪁𑩾 <𑪁 , 𑩾 >

𑪁 <𑪁 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 >

𑪁𑩾𑩻 <𑪁 , 𑩾 , 𑩻 >

𑪁 <𑪁 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 ,𑪗 , 𑩻 >

The indicates that the following consonant is to be represented in its nuclear form and placed
below the nucleus of the base letter. Conceptually, the function of the is to remove the frame of a
letter in order to produce the nucleus and to place the nucleus below the preceding letter:

<𑩣 ,𑪗 , 𑩥 > → 𑩣 + (𑩥 -  → ) →  ñca
<𑩦 ,𑪗 , 𑩧 > → 𑩦 + (𑩧 -  → ) →  ṭṭha
<𑩯 ,𑪗 , 𑩭 > → 𑩯 + (𑩭 -  → ) →   nda
<𑩴 ,𑪗 , 𑩳 > → 𑩴 + (𑩳 -  → ) →  mbha

Placing the after 𑩽 , 𑩿 , 𑪁 , 𑩼 will produce a normal stacked conjunct. The cluster-
initial letters must be used in order to produce the alternate conjuncts:

rva 𑩼 <𑩼 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 >

rva 𑩾 <𑪄 - , 𑩾 >

lva 𑩽 <𑩽 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 >

lva 𑩾 <𑪅 - , 𑩾 >

śva 𑩿 <𑩿 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 >

śva 𑩾 <𑪆 - , 𑩾 >

sva 𑪁 <𑪁 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 >

sva 𑩾 <𑪇 - , 𑩾 >

These four cluster-initial letters are the logical initial consonant in a conjunct, but the consonant to which
they attach is to be considered the base letter. All signs and marks attach to the following letter:

rvi 𑩼𑩑 <𑩼 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 , ◌𑩑 >

rvi 𑩾𑩑 <𑪄 - , 𑩾 , ◌𑩑 >
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4.6.3 Special conjunct behavior

The six letters 𑩜 , 𑩝 , 𑩞 , 𑩟 , 𑩠 , 𑪂 , 𑪃 use the ‘unjoined’ frame . The gap
between the triangle and frame is preserved when these these letters are initial in a conjunct. When these
letters are non-initial in a conjunct, the gap in their frame is preserved by means of a split in the frame at the
position where the nucleus is placed.

 +  → 
 +  → 

Examples of conjuncts with these six letters in non-initial position are:

tka  <𑩫 ,𑪗 , 𑩜 >

skha  <𑪁 ,𑪗 , 𑩝 >

dga  <𑩭 ,𑪗 , 𑩞 >

bgha  <𑩲 ,𑪗 , 𑩟 >

dṅa  <𑩨 ,𑪗 , 𑩠 >

lha  <𑩽 ,𑪗 , 𑪂 >

ṣkṣa  <𑪀 ,𑪗 , 𑪃 >

4.6.4 Consonant conjuncts in script charts

Traditional Soyombo charts show 14 letters as independent characters. These letters are consonant conjuncts.
They are not the only conjuncts used in Soyombo, as others are attested in manuscripts. These conjuncts are
to be represented in encoded text as:

kya 𑩜 <𑩜 ,𑪗 , 𑩻 >

kra 𑩜 <𑩜 ,𑪗 , 𑩼 >

kla 𑩜 <𑩜 ,𑪗 , 𑩽 >

kva 𑩜 <𑩜 ,𑪗 , 𑩾 >

kka 𑩜𑪖 <𑩜 , ◌𑪖 >

ṅka  <𑩠 ,𑪗 , 𑩜 >

ñca  <𑩥 ,𑪗 , 𑩡 >
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ṇṭa  <𑩪 ,𑪗 , 𑩦 >

nta  <𑩯 ,𑪗 , 𑩜 >

mpa  <𑩴 ,𑪗 , 𑩰 >

lka 𑩜 <𑪅 - , 𑩜 >

śka 𑩜 <𑪆 - , 𑩜 >

ska 𑩜 <𑪇 - , 𑩜 >

rka 𑩜 <𑪄 - , 𑩜 >

They are likely included in the traditional arrangement in order to illustrate the manner of representing con-
sonant clusters. These conjuncts are of four types: Non-initial semi-vowels (kya, kra, kla, kva); gemination
(kka); consonants and nasals from the five classes of articulation in Sanskrit phonology (ṅka, ñca, ṇṭa, nta,
mpa); and cluster-initial letters used in Tibetan (rka, lka, ska) and Sanskrit (śka).

4.7 Gemination Mark

The following character is used for indicating geminated consonants:

◌𑪖

It is stacked above the triangle of the frame:

𑩜𑪖
It is theoretically possible to represent geminated consonants as conjuncts, as shown below, but such behavior
is not attested in the available sources:

kka  <𑩜 ,𑪗 , 𑩜 >

The is placed immediately after the base letter before any combining sign. Other above-
base signs are placed above the mark.

kka 𑩜𑪖 <𑩜 , ◌𑪖 >

kkā 𑩜𑪖𑩛 <𑩜 , ◌𑪖 , ◌𑩛 >

kki 𑩜𑪖𑩑 <𑩜 , ◌𑪖 , ◌𑩑 >

4.8 Punctuation

Three punctuation marks are proposed for encoding:
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𑪘
𑪙
𑪚

The 𑪘 is used for marking the end of a syllable; it corresponds to ་ +0F0B -
.

The 𑪙 indicates the end of a phrase or sentence; it corresponds to ། +0F0D and ।
+0964 .

The 𑪚 indicates the end of a section; it corresponds to ༎ +0F0E
and ॥ +0965 .

4.9 Head Marks

Three head marks are proposed for encoding:

𑪛
𑪜
𑪝

The following glyphic variants have been identified in the available sources (see table 12):

regular variants

𑪛 
𑪜      
𑪝  

There is no known semantic distinction between the ‘black’ and ‘white’ forms of the head-mark base.
The differences between the normative and variant forms are stylistic. The primary point of variation is the
style of the center element, which has a ‘solid’ variant. There is a ‘white’ variant that also has a
‘solid’ form. The ‘solid’ forms lack the ‘hollow’ points found in the halves of the normative center elements.
The other point of variation is the  ‘black’ and  ‘white’ forms of the candrabindu. These variant forms
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are not proposed for encoding as separate characters. They are to be unified with the representative forms
and display of glyphic variants is to be managed through fonts.

The ‘head marks’ correspond semantically to other characters in the UCS, such as ᠀ +1800
and࿓ +0FD3 . In several texts a ‘head

mark’ may be followed by a 𑪙 or 𑪚 .

The 𑪛 is also known as the ‘Svayambhu’ or ‘Soyombo’ symbol. In addition
to its usage in written texts, it is an official symbol in Mongolia and appears on the flag and coat of arms of
the country (see figures 44 and 45). It is also used in other language environments; see figure 42 for usage
of the in a seal bearing the Mongolian script.

4.10 Terminal Marks

Various ‘terminal marks’ are used at the end of a text. Three such marks are proposed for encoding:

𑪞 -1

𑪟 -2

𑪠 -3

Forms of these marks as they appear in manuscript sources are shown in table 13.

4.11 Digits

The available sources do not indicate the use of digits or number forms in the script.

4.12 Vertical Text

All the available sources show Soyombo text represented horizontally, left-to-right, top-to-bottom. The seal
(tamga) in figure 13 may appear to contain vertical text, but it is actually horizonal text with line breaks
after every third graphical syllable. It was likely designed as such in order to provide visual similarity to
the Mongolian and Phags-pa scripts that also appear on the seal. There is only one instance of Soyombo
represented vertically, shown here in figure 14. The text, which contains some errors, has some words
written as vertical ligatures, which are to be considered idiosyncratic. These ‘word ligatures’ appear to be
used for facilitating the spacing and fit of vertical text within the physical boundaries of the seal. Therefore,
is no real requirement to support vertical orientation for Soyombo in plain text.

As a general rule, if Soyombo is represented in a vertical environment the minimal unit of vertical segmen-
tation should be the graphical syllable. The text should be oriented top-to-bottom, left-to-right, with upright
glyphs. See the comments in figure 14 for an example. The “Unicode Technical Report #50: Unicode
Vertical Text Layout” describes the character property Vertical_Orientation (vo) for specifying default
character orientation. For Soyombo, the property would be defined as: Vertical_Orientation=U or vo=U,
where the value ‘U’ indicates that the glyphs remain upright in both horizontal and vertical text layout.

4.13 Collation

The default sort order for Soyombo is as follows:
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𑩐 < ◌ 𑩑 < ◌ 𑩒 < ◌ 𑩓 <

◌ 𑩙 < ◌ 𑩚 < ◌ 𑩔 <

◌ 𑩕 < ◌ 𑩖 < ◌𑩗 < ◌𑩘 <

◌ 𑩛 < 𑩜 << ◌ 𑪈 < 𑪃 <

𑩝 << ◌ 𑪉 < 𑩞 < 𑩟 < 𑩠 <<

◌ 𑪊 < 𑩡 < 𑩢 < 𑩣 < 𑩥 < 𑩦 <

𑩧 < 𑩨 < 𑩩 < 𑩪 < 𑩫 << ◌ 𑪋 <

𑩬 < 𑩭 < 𑩮 < 𑩯 << ◌ 𑪌 < 𑩰 <<

◌ 𑪍 < 𑩱 < 𑩲 < 𑩳 < 𑩴 <<

◌ 𑪎 < 𑩵 < 𑩶 < 𑩷 < 𑩸 < 𑩹 <

𑩺 << ◌ 𑪓 - < 𑩻 < 𑪄 <<

𑩼 << ◌ 𑪏 < 𑪅 << 𑩽 <<

◌ 𑪐 < 𑩾 < 𑪆 << 𑩿 <<

◌ 𑪑 < 𑪀 < 𑪇 << 𑪁 < 𑪂 <

◌𑪖

The following characters have secondary weights:

𑪛 , 𑪜 , 𑪝
,𑪞 -1,𑪟 -2,𑪠 -3,

◌𑪔 , ◌𑪕

4.14 Rendering Considerations

4.14.1 Stylistic variations of the frame

Variations exist in the shape of the triangle, depth of the vertical bar, and the shape of the ‘swoosh’:

     
These are all stylistic variations whose appearances are to be controlled through fonts.

4.14.2 Depth of the vertical bar

The height of the vertical bar varies across Soyombo records. The primary consideration for height is that
below marks should sit at a position below the nucleus or attached to the vertical bar such that there is
sufficient space between the mark and the nucleus above. A short vertical bar is fine for pure Mongolian,
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which requires only sufficient clearance beneath the nucleus of a letter and the terminal of the frame for
below-base vowel signs and final consonant signs.

𑩜𑩖𑪁𑩖𑪌𑩻𑩑𑪏𑩰𑩖𑩜𑩔𑪋𑩐𑪋𑩝𑪈𑩜𑪌𑩐𑪌𑩫𑩒𑪁𑩖𑪌𑩯𑩑𑩿𑩑𑩬𑩒𑩜𑩔𑪌𑩐𑩒𑩜𑩔𑩗𑩝𑩔𑩴𑩔𑪌𑩴𑩔𑩫𑩔𑩡𑩓𑩰𑩒𑩼𑪌
The depth of the vertical bar should be lower in Sanskrit and Tibetan contexts, where conjuncts are common.
Generally, a conjunct consisting of two consonants should be rendered such that the second nucleus fits
within the normal letter height.

𑩰𑩛𑩰𑩛𑩼𑩴𑩑𑩫𑩛 𑩴𑩒𑩔 𑩴𑩽 𑩑𑪔 
In Soyombo sources that show conjuncts with three consonants, the nucleus of the third consonant is simply
placed beneath the second without extending the vertical bar:

𑩯𑩻 𑪁𑩔𑩽𑩔𑪐 𑩜𑩖𑪏 𑩻𑩔𑩯𑩓 𑩷𑪏 𑩝 𑩞 𑩢𑩯𑪌 𑩬𑩔𑩴𑩔𑩫𑩔𑪈
However, depth of the word grva breaks the symmetry. A solution is to extend the depth of the vertical bar
in order to bring the last nucleus of grva within the frame.

𑩯𑩻 𑪁𑩔𑩽𑩔𑪐 𑩜𑩖𑪏 𑩻𑩔𑩯𑩓 𑩷𑪏 𑩝  𑩢𑩯𑪌 𑩬𑩔𑩴𑩔𑩫𑩔𑪈
This approach, however, disrupts the proportions of the rest of the letters and words. One solution would be
to increase the depth of the vertical bar for the entire line.

 𑩔𑩔𑪐 𑩖𑪏 𑩔𑩓 𑩒𑪏   𑩓𑪌 𑩔𑩔𑩔𑪈
The above solution maintains the graphical structure of the script, but does not provide the most elegant
appearance as the depth of the vertical bar distorts the proportion of the size of the nucleus to the size of
the bar. The next section discusses methods of rendering conjuncts in order to reduce alterations to the
proportions of Soyombo letter-forms.

4.14.3 Adjustments for Conjuncts

There are no formal rules for sizing character glyphs within a stack. However, based upon an examination
of conjunct styles in manuscripts, it is evident that some scribes adjusted the size of letters in stacks in
an attempt to ensure proportions with surrounding characters. However, the available sources also reveal
that some scribes were content with representing conjuncts simply by placing consonant nucleii below the
baseline without consideration for the depth of the vertical bar.
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‘A’ ‘B’ ‘C’

regular letter size regular letter size condensed letters
normal bar depth greater bar depth normal bar depth

𑩰𑩛𑩰𑩛𑩼𑩴𑩑𑩫𑩛 𑩛𑩛𑩑𑩛 𑩰 𑩛𑩰𑩛𑩼𑩴𑩑𑩫𑩛

𑩴𑩒𑩔 𑩒𑩔 𑩴𑩒𑩔

𑩴𑩽  𑩴𑩽

𑩑𑪔 𑩑𑪔 𑩑𑪔

  

Column ‘A’ shows conjuncts rendered without any adjustments. The nucleii in the conjuncts are of the
normal letter size and the depth of the vertical bar is of the normal letter height. It will be noticed that the
final nucleus of the conjuncts in column ‘A’ protrudes slightly beneath the baseline and the bottom edge of
the vertical bar. In column ‘B’ the nucleii are also the normal size, but the depth of the vertical bar has been
increased such that it sit lower than the lowest nucleus. Column ‘C’ shows nucleii that have been condensed
such that they fit completely within the normal letter height.

4.14.4 Frame Adjustments for Conjuncts

The gap in the ‘unjoined’ frame is preserved at any depth at which a letter possessing this frame occurs in a
conjunct:

 +  +  → 
 +  +  → 

 +  +  → 
 +  +  → 

4.14.5 Glyph requirements for rendering conjuncts

A Soyombo font must contain a full set of nuclear forms for each consonant letter. The font will produce a
consonant stack by substituting each <𑪗 , consonant> pair with the nuclear or half form of the
consonant letter. If the nucleus of a consonant is not available as a glyph in the font, the will be
displayed visibly along with the regular glyph of the letter whose nucleus is missing. For example, if the
nucleus  of 𑩜 is unavailable, then a sequence such as <𑩠 ,𑪗 , 𑩜 > will be rendered
as 𑩠𑪗𑩜 instead of the expected .
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4.14.6 Placement of multiple combining signs

When multiple signs occur combine with a base letter in the same position, it may be necessary to adjust the
glyphs in order to prevent clashing. This may be achieved in various ways depending upon the position of
the sign.

Below-base signs such as ◌𑩒 and ◌𑩓 commonly occur alongside final-consonant
signs. In such cases the size and position of the vowel signs are modified in order to accommodate the
placement of both signs. Depending upon the depth of the vertical bar, the vowel signs may be compressed
horizontally:

𑩜𑩒𑪊 → 𑩜𑪊
𑩜𑩓𑪊 → 𑩜𑪊

Above-base marks such as ◌𑪔 commonly occur with other above-base signs. In such cases, the
marks need to be adjusted vertically in order to prevent clashing. Marks are positioned one above the other
according to conventional rules for ordering.

𑩜𑩑𑪔 → 𑩜𑩑𑪔
4.14.7 Adjustments for Positioning of the Gemination Mark

There are different ways of rendering the ◌𑪖 . One method is for the mark to protude above
the normal letter height. Another way is to align the top of the mark with the letter height. This second
method requires lowering or vertical compression of the base triangle.

𑩜𑪖𑩔𑩜𑩔𑩜𑪖𑩕𑩜𑩕𑩜𑪖𑩖𑩜𑩖𑩜𑪖𑪔𑩜𑪔 𑩔𑩜𑩔𑩕𑩜𑩕𑩖𑩜𑩖𑪔𑩜𑪔
Compressing the and base triangle, as shown to the right in the above allows uniformity
in the positioning of above-base vowel signs and other marks.

5 Character Data

5.1 Character Properties

Character properties given in the format of UnicodeData.txt:

11A50;SOYOMBO LETTER A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A51;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN I;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A52;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN UE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A53;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN U;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A54;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN E;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A55;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN OE;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A56;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN O;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A57;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AI;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
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11A58;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AU;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A59;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A5A;SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A5B;SOYOMBO VOWEL LENGTH MARK;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A5C;SOYOMBO LETTER KA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A5D;SOYOMBO LETTER KHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A5E;SOYOMBO LETTER GA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A5F;SOYOMBO LETTER GHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A60;SOYOMBO LETTER NGA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A61;SOYOMBO LETTER CA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A62;SOYOMBO LETTER CHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A63;SOYOMBO LETTER JA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A64;SOYOMBO LETTER JHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A65;SOYOMBO LETTER NYA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A66;SOYOMBO LETTER TTA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A67;SOYOMBO LETTER TTHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A68;SOYOMBO LETTER DDA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A69;SOYOMBO LETTER DDHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A6A;SOYOMBO LETTER NNA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A6B;SOYOMBO LETTER TA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A6C;SOYOMBO LETTER THA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A6D;SOYOMBO LETTER DA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A6E;SOYOMBO LETTER DHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A6F;SOYOMBO LETTER NA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A70;SOYOMBO LETTER PA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A71;SOYOMBO LETTER PHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A72;SOYOMBO LETTER BA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A73;SOYOMBO LETTER BHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A74;SOYOMBO LETTER MA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A75;SOYOMBO LETTER TSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A76;SOYOMBO LETTER TSHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A77;SOYOMBO LETTER DZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A78;SOYOMBO LETTER ZHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A79;SOYOMBO LETTER ZA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A7A;SOYOMBO LETTER -A;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A7B;SOYOMBO LETTER YA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A7C;SOYOMBO LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A7D;SOYOMBO LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A7E;SOYOMBO LETTER VA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A7F;SOYOMBO LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A80;SOYOMBO LETTER SSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A81;SOYOMBO LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A82;SOYOMBO LETTER HA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A83;SOYOMBO LETTER KSSA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A84;SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER RA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A85;SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER LA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A86;SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER SHA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A87;SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER SA;Lo;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A88;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN G;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A89;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN K;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A8A;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN NG;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A8B;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN D;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A8C;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN N;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A8D;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN B;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A8E;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN M;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A8F;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN R;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A90;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN L;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A91;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN SH;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A92;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN S;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A93;SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN -A;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A94;SOYOMBO SIGN ANUSVARA;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
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11A95;SOYOMBO SIGN VISARGA;Mc;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A96;SOYOMBO GEMINATION MARK;Mn;7;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A97;SOYOMBO SUBJOINER;Mn;9;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;
11A98;SOYOMBO TSHEG;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A99;SOYOMBO SHAD;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A9A;SOYOMBO DOUBLE SHAD;Po;0;L;;;;;N;;;;;
11A9B;SOYOMBO HEAD MARK WITH TRIPLE FLAME;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11A9C;SOYOMBO HEAD MARK WITH SINGLE FLAME;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11A9D;SOYOMBO HEAD MARK WITH CANDRABINDU;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11A9E;SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK-1;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11A9F;SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK-2;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;
11AA0;SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK-3;Po;0;ON;;;;;N;;;;;

5.2 Linebreaking Properties

Linebreaking properties given in the format of LineBreak.txt:

11A50; AL # LETTER A
11A51..11A5B; CM # VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL LENGTH MARK
11A5C..1181F; AL # LETTER KA .. LETTER KSSA
11A84..11A87; CM # CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER RA .. CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER SA
11A88..11A93; CM # FINAL CONSONANT SIGN G .. FINAL CONSONANT SIGN -A
11A94..11A95; CM # SIGN ANUSVARA .. SIGN VISARGA
11A96; CM # GEMINATION MARK
11A97; CM # SUBJOINER
11A98..11A9A; BA # TSHEG .. DOUBLE SHAD
11A9B..11A9D; BB # HEAD MARK WITH TRIPLE FLAME .. HEAD MARK WITH CANDRABINDU
11A9E..11AA0; BA # TERMINAL MARK-1 .. TERMINAL MARK-3

5.3 Syllabic Categories

Syllabic categories given in the format of IndicSyllabicCategory.txt:

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Bindu
11A94 ; Bindu # Mn SIGN ANUSVARA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Visarga
11A95 ; Visarga # Mc SIGN VISARGA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Virama
11A97 ; Virama # Mn SUBJOINER

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Independent
11A50 ; Vowel_Independent # Lo LETTER A

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Vowel_Dependent
11A51..11A56 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn [6] VOWEL SIGN I .. VOWEL SIGN O
11A57..11A58 ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc [2] VOWEL SIGN AI .. VOWEL SIGN AU
11A59..11A5A ; Vowel_Dependent # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
11A5B ; Vowel_Dependent # Mc VOWEL LENGTH MARK

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant
11A5C..1181F ; Consonant # Lo [40] LETTER KA .. LETTER KSSA
11A84..11A87 ; Consonant # Lo [4] CLUSTER INITIAL RA .. CLUSTER INITIAL SA

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant_Final
11A88..11A93 ; Consonant_Final # Mc [12] FINAL CONSONANT SIGN G .. FINAL CONSONANT SIGN -A

A new category should be established for the four Soyombo cluster-initial letters. This category is tentatively
named Consonant_Prefixed:
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# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Consonant_Prefixed
11A84..11A87 ; Consonant_Prefixed # Lo [4] CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER RA .. CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER SA

5.4 Positional Categories

Positional data for Soyombo combining signs in the format of IndicPositionalCategory.txt:

# Indic_Positional_Category=Right
11A57..11A58 ; Right # Mc [2] VOWEL SIGN AI .. VOWEL SIGN AU

# Indic_Positional_Category=Top
11A51 ; Top # Mn VOWEL SIGN I
11A54..11A54 ; Top # Mn [4] VOWEL SIGN E .. VOWEL SIGN O

# Indic_Positional_Category=Bottom
11A52..11A53 ; Bottom # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN UE .. VOWEL SIGN U
11A59..11A5A ; Bottom # Mn [2] VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R .. VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L
11A5B ; Bottom # Mc VOWEL LENGTH MARK
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11A83 𑪃 SOYOMBO LETTER KSSA

Cluster-initial letters
11A84 𑪄 SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER LA
11A85 𑪅 SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER SHA
11A86 𑪆 SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER SA
11A87 𑪇 SOYOMBO CLUSTER-INITIAL LETTER RA

Final consonant signs
11A88 $𑪈 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN G
11A89 $𑪉 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN K
11A8A $𑪊 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN NG
11A8B $𑪋 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN D
11A8C $𑪌 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN N
11A8D $𑪍 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN B
11A8E $𑪎 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN M
11A8F $𑪏 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN R
11A90 $𑪐 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN L
11A91 $𑪑 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN SH
11A92 $𑪒 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN S
11A93 $ 𑪓 SOYOMBO FINAL CONSONANT SIGN -A

Various signs
11A94 $𑪔 SOYOMBO SIGN ANUSVARA
11A95 $𑪕 SOYOMBO SIGN VISARGA

Gemination mark
11A96 $𑪖 SOYOMBO GEMINATION MARK

Subjoiner
11A97 𑪗 SOYOMBO SUBJOINER

• used for producing consonant conjuncts

Punctuation
11A98 𑪘 SOYOMBO TSHEG
11A99 𑪙 SOYOMBO SHAD
11A9A 𑪚 SOYOMBO DOUBLE SHAD

Head marks
11A9B 𑪛 SOYOMBO HEAD MARK WITH TRIPLE FLAME
11A9C 𑪜 SOYOMBO HEAD MARK WITH SINGLE FLAME
11A9D 𑪝 SOYOMBO HEAD MARK WITH CANDRABINDU

Terminal Marks
11A9E 𑪞 SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK-1
11A9F 𑪟 SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK-2
11AA0 𑪠 SOYOMBO TERMINAL MARK-3

Vowel carrier
11A50 𑩐 SOYOMBO LETTER A

Vowel signs
11A51 $𑩑 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN I
11A52 $𑩒 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN UE
11A53 $𑩓 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN U
11A54 $𑩔 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN E
11A55 $𑩕 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN O
11A56 $𑩖 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN OE
11A57 $𑩗 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AI
11A58 $𑩘 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN AU
11A59 $𑩙 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC R
11A5A $𑩚 SOYOMBO VOWEL SIGN VOCALIC L

Vowel length mark
11A5B $𑩛 SOYOMBO VOWEL LENGTH MARK

Consonants
11A5C 𑩜 SOYOMBO LETTER KA

• Mongolian g
11A5D 𑩝 SOYOMBO LETTER KHA

• Mongolian k
11A5E 𑩞 SOYOMBO LETTER GA
11A5F 𑩟 SOYOMBO LETTER GHA
11A60 𑩠 SOYOMBO LETTER NGA
11A61 𑩡 SOYOMBO LETTER CA

• Mongolian j
11A62 𑩢 SOYOMBO LETTER CHA

• Mongolian c
11A63 𑩣 SOYOMBO LETTER JA
11A64 𑩤 SOYOMBO LETTER JHA
11A65 𑩥 SOYOMBO LETTER NYA
11A66 𑩦 SOYOMBO LETTER TTA
11A67 𑩧 SOYOMBO LETTER TTHA
11A68 𑩨 SOYOMBO LETTER DDA
11A69 𑩩 SOYOMBO LETTER DDHA
11A6A 𑩪 SOYOMBO LETTER NNA
11A6B 𑩫 SOYOMBO LETTER TA

• Mongolian d
11A6C 𑩬 SOYOMBO LETTER THA

• Mongolian t
11A6D 𑩭 SOYOMBO LETTER DA
11A6E 𑩮 SOYOMBO LETTER DHA
11A6F 𑩯 SOYOMBO LETTER NA
11A70 𑩰 SOYOMBO LETTER PA

• Mongolian b
11A71 𑩱 SOYOMBO LETTER PHA

• Mongolian p
11A72 𑩲 SOYOMBO LETTER BA
11A73 𑩳 SOYOMBO LETTER BHA
11A74 𑩴 SOYOMBO LETTER MA
11A75 𑩵 SOYOMBO LETTER TSA
11A76 𑩶 SOYOMBO LETTER TSHA
11A77 𑩷 SOYOMBO LETTER DZA
11A78 𑩸 SOYOMBO LETTER ZHA
11A79 𑩹 SOYOMBO LETTER ZA
11A7A 𑩺 SOYOMBO LETTER -A
11A7B 𑩻 SOYOMBO LETTER YA
11A7C 𑩼 SOYOMBO LETTER RA
11A7D 𑩽 SOYOMBO LETTER LA
11A7E 𑩾 SOYOMBO LETTER VA
11A7F 𑩿 SOYOMBO LETTER SHA
11A80 𑪀 SOYOMBO LETTER SSA
11A81 𑪁 SOYOMBO LETTER SA
11A82 𑪂 SOYOMBO LETTER HA
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Figure 1: A manuscript containing Mongolian text in the Soyombo and Mongolian scripts (from
Byambaa Ragchaagiin 2005: 63, 64). The last folio contains text in the Zanabazar Square Script.
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Figure 2: A manuscript containing Mongolian text in the Soyombo and Mongolian scripts (from
Byambaa Ragchaagiin 2005: 64). Continued from figure 1.
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Figure 3: A manuscript containing text in the Ranjana, Vartu, Soyombo, and Zanabazar Square
scripts (from Byambaa Ragchaagiin 2005: 103).
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Figure 4: A manuscript fromMongolia with Sanskrit text written in Ranjana, Soyombo, Zanabazar
Square, and Tibetan scripts (from Byambaa Ragchaagiin 2005: 97).

Figure 5: Amanuscript fromMongolia with Sanskrit text written in the Ranjana, Tibetan, Soyombo,
and Zanabazar Square scripts (from Byambaa Ragchaagiin 2005: 98).
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Figure 6: A Soyombo manuscript showing use of 𑪘 (from Mongolwiki 2008).

Figure 7: A manuscript in Soyombo and Zanabazar Square showing use of 𑪇
and𑪄 (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 173).
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Figure 8: Soyombo manuscript (above) with what appears to be a digitized reproduction (from
Shagdarsürüng 2001: 155).

Figure 9: Manuscript folio in Ranjana, Soyombo, and Tibetan (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 156).
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Figure 10: Manuscript folio in various Tibetan scripts and Soyombo (from Shagdarsürüng 2001:
154).

Figure 11: Manuscript folio showing corresponding Tibetan and Mongolian letters for Soyombo
(from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 154).

Figure 12: Sample of text in Soyombo (from Rintschen 1952: 65).
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Figure 13: The tamga of Bogd Khan from 1911. From left to right, the seal contains Soyombo,
Mongolian, and Phags-pa.
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‘A’
source text

vertical
top-to-bottom
left-to-right

𑪜
𑩯
𑪁𑩔𑪐

𑩜𑩕𑪏
𑩻𑩔𑩓
𑩷𑪏
𑩝

𑩞
𑩢𑪌
𑩬
𑩔𑪈

‘B’
normative

vertical
top-to-bottom
left-to-right

𑪜
𑩯
𑩻
𑪁𑩔
𑩽𑩔𑪐

𑩜𑩕𑪏
𑩻𑩔
𑩯𑩓
𑩷𑪏
𑩝

𑩞
𑩢
𑩯𑪌
𑩬𑩔𑪎
𑩫𑩔𑪈

‘C’
normative

horizontal
left-to-right
top-to-bottom

𑪜𑩯𑩻 𑪁𑩔𑩽𑩔𑪐
𑩜𑩕𑪏 𑩻𑩔𑩯𑩓 𑩷𑪏 𑩝
𑩞 𑩢𑩯𑪌 𑩬𑩔𑪎𑩫𑩔𑪈

Figure 14: Seal showing Soyombo text in idiosyncratic vertical orientation (from Shagdarsürüng
2001: 150). The seal reads: naya selel kör yenu dzur kha grva chanun temedeg. Agata Bareja-
Starzyńska has related through personal communication that it is a seal of one of the Buddhist
monastic colleges in the capital city before 1924. She notes that the text contains several errors
and has suggested that it might more accurately be read as neyislel küriyen-ü jiruqai grva-tshang
temdeg “The seal of the astrological college of the capital city”.
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Figure 15: Poem for the Green Tara typeset in a digitized Soyombo font (from Wikimedia 2009b).
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Figure 16: Xylograph (block print) of a book cover in Soyombo, Zanabazar Square, Mongolian,
and Cyrillic (from Boldsaikhan 2005: 330). The Zanabazar Square text represents Tibetan, the
Mongolian represents Mongolian, and the Cyrillic represents Modern (Khalkha) Mongolian.
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Figure 17: The inscription reads oṃ mani padme huṃ (from Eye of Tengri).
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Figure 18: A souvenir written for the Max Planck Institute containing seven scripts used in Mon-
golia.
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Table 12: Variations of head marks used in Soyombo.

𑪞

𑪟
𑪠

Table 13: Variations of terminal marks used in Soyombo.
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Figure 19: Photograph of a chart of the Soyombo script (from “Histoire du livre” 2010).
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Figure 20: Characters of the Soyombo script (from Kapaj 2002).
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Figure 21: Characters of the Soyombo script (from Kapaj 2002).
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Figure 22: Traditional chart of Soyombo (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 152).
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Figure 23: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 133).

Figure 24: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 134).
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Figure 25: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 135).
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Figure 26: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 136).
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Figure 27: Description of Soyombo vowels (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 137).
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Figure 28: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 138).
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Figure 29: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 139).
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Figure 30: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 140).
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Figure 31: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 141).
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Figure 32: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 142).
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Figure 33: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 143).
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Figure 34: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 144).
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Figure 35: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 145).
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Figure 36: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 146).
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Figure 37: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 147).

Figure 38: Description of Soyombo consonants (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 148).
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Figure 39: Character elements used in Soyombo characters (from Shagdarsürüng 2001: 153).
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Figure 40: Comparison of Soyombo and Tibetan scripts (from Rintschen 1952: 68). Continued in
figure 41.
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Figure 41: Comparison of Soyombo and Tibetan scripts (from Rintschen 1952: 69). Continued
from figure 40.
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Figure 42: The or ‘Svayambhu’ symbol with Mongolian text (from Rintschen 1953:
8).

Figure 43: Description of -2 and -2 (from Boldsaikhan 2005: 357).
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Figure 44: The flag of Mongolia showing the symbol (from Wikimedia 2008).

Figure 45: The coat of arms of Mongolia showing the symbol (fromWikimedia 2009a).

Figure 46: An imprint of the symbol in the center on the recto face of a 1,000Mongolian
tögrög (tugrik) note (from Wikimedia 2006).
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Corff Glavy

a 𑩐 𑩐 𑩐
ka 𑩜 𑩜 𑩜
kha 𑩝 𑩝 𑩝
ga 𑩞 𑩞 𑩞
gha 𑩟 𑩟 𑩟
ṅa 𑩠 𑩠 𑩠
ca 𑩡 𑩡 𑩡
cha 𑩢 𑩢 𑩢
ja 𑩣 𑩣 𑩣
jha 𑩤 𑩤 𑩤
ña 𑩥 𑩥 𑩥
ṭa 𑩦 𑩦 𑩦
ṭha 𑩧 𑩧 𑩧
ḍa 𑩨 𑩨 𑩨
ḍha 𑩩 𑩩 𑩩
ṇa 𑩪 𑩪 𑩪
ta 𑩫 𑩫 𑩫
tha 𑩬 𑩬 𑩬
da 𑩭 𑩭 𑩭
dha 𑩮 𑩮 𑩮
na 𑩯 𑩯 𑩯

Corff Glavy

pa 𑩰 𑩰 𑩰
pha 𑩱 𑩱 𑩱
ba 𑩲 𑩲 𑩲
bha 𑩳 𑩳 𑩳
ma 𑩴 𑩴 𑩴
tsa 𑩵 𑩵 𑩵
tsha 𑩶 𑩶 𑩶
dza 𑩷 𑩷 𑩷
zha 𑩸 𑩸 𑩸
za 𑩹 𑩹 𑩹
’a 𑩺 𑩺 𑩺
ya 𑩻 𑩻 𑩻
ra 𑩼 𑩼 𑩼
la 𑩽 𑩽 𑩽
va 𑩾 𑩾 𑩾
śa 𑩿 𑩿 𑩿
ṣa 𑪀 𑪀 𑪀
sa 𑪁 𑪁 𑪁
ha 𑪂 𑪂 𑪂
kṣa 𑪃 𑪃 𑪃

Table 14: Comparison of Soyombo fonts by Oliver Corff and Jason Glavy.
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